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Microsoft buys Nuance
for $19.7 billion to build
out healthcare cloud
business
Article

Microsoft is acquiring Nuance Communications in a blockbuster $19.7 billion deal—its

second-largest acquisition to date behind its $26.2 billion LinkedIn buy in 2016. The tech

https://www.wsj.com/articles/microsoft-to-buy-nuance-communications-for-19-7-billion-11618231523
https://news.microsoft.com/2016/06/13/microsoft-to-acquire-linkedin/
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giant plans to use Nuance’s AI voice assistant tech to augment its healthcare cloud products.

Microsoft has been making big healthcare moves over the past year as demand for cloud-
based tech spiked alongside the coronavirus pandemic:

This blockbuster acquisition will help Microsoft sink its teeth deeper into health systems—
making it a force to be reckoned with among big tech titans trailing into the same space:

The pandemic accelerated digital transformation in healthcare, and the industry’s interest
in cloud-based tech ballooned. Around 70% of healthcare organizations said they plan to

place a premium on their IT strategies, with a focus on the cloud: Over half have increased

their public cloud (56%) and hybrid cloud (51%) use from 2019 to 2020, per a December 2020

Nutanix report.

Microsoft �rst launched its Cloud for Healthcare solution in October 2020. The solution

combined its existing services such as Teams, Azure IoT, and chatbots, to provide enhanced

capabilities for interoperability, telehealth use, patient monitoring, and end-to-end security.

Despite being in the AI for healthcare game for less time than its big tech rivals Amazon
and Google, Microsoft bested them for strongest healthcare AI tools in 2020. Around 35%

of healthcare organizations surveyed said Microsoft’s Healthcare AI o�erings are strong to

very strong, beating out Google, Amazon, and IBM, according to the 2020 KLAS Healthcare

AI report.

Earlier this year, major health system Kaiser Permanente tapped Microsoft’s cloud solutions
—a massive deal considering Kaiser serves over 12.4 million patients. In February, Kaiser

Permanente partnered with Microsoft and Accenture to help provide its care teams with data

insights to personalize patient care—a partnership that brought it toe-to-toe with Google’s
health system tie ups.

Nuance has been a pioneer of AI in healthcare—and it’s already entrenched itself in plenty
of health-system and EHR vendor partnerships. Even before the pandemic-induced digital

health rush, Nuance’s Dragon Medical One platform was being used by over 500,000 clinicians

globally in October 2019. Nuance has forged partnerships with 90% of hospitals and health

systems globally and have been in the industry long enough to prove ROI: For example, its AI

solutions have helped reduce duplicate imaging by 40% and capture $1 billion of appropriate

reimbursement annually. Microsoft can now tap Nuance’s deep roots in healthcare as an entry

point to drive sales for its cloud products.

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20201208005193/en/Study-Shows-Future-of-Healthcare-is-Shaped-by-Hybrid-Cloud
https://venturebeat.com/2020/09/22/microsoft-launches-cloud-for-healthcare-in-general-availability/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/industry-blog/health/2020/10/28/microsoft-cloud-for-healthcare-is-transforming-the-healthcare-journey/
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/big-tech-in-healthcare-heres-who-wins-and-loses-as-alphabet-amazon-apple-and-microsoft-home-in-on-niche-sectors-of-healthcare-2020-1
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/klas-decision-insights-healthcare-ai-report/KLAS-report-healthcare-ai-2020-brief.pdf
https://azure.microsoft.com/mediahandler/files/resourcefiles/klas-decision-insights-healthcare-ai-report/KLAS-report-healthcare-ai-2020-brief.pdf
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/kaiser-permanente-taps-microsoft-accenture-bolster-its-cloud-here-s-why-more-health-systems-will-follow-suit
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/google-s-care-studio-scores-another-major-health-system-tie-up-despite-previous-privacy-concerns
https://www.nuance.com/healthcare/ehr-partnerships.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/10/07/1925707/0/en/Nuance-Expands-Clinical-Guidance-for-Dragon-Medical-Advisor.html
https://www.nuance.com/healthcare.html
https://www.nuance.com/content/dam/nuance/en_us/collateral/healthcare/fact-sheet/fs-nuance-healthcare-fact-sheet-en-us.pdf
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